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ABSTRACT  

 
 

In medicinal chemistry, hydrogen bond donors are seen to cause more problems than hydrogen 

bond acceptors and this study examines hydrogen bond donor-acceptor asymmetries in the 

context of drug design. Hydrogen bond acidity is reviewed and it is shown how polarity can be 

estimated for individual hydrogen bond donors and acceptors from alkane/water partition 

coefficient measurements. Hydrogen bond donors are generally less polar than hydrogen bond 

acceptors and desolvation penalty is therefore an implausible explanation for deleterious effects 

of hydrogen bond donors. Generally, the number of hydrogen bond acceptors in organic 

compounds exceeds the number of hydrogen bond donors and the apparently greater 

restrictiveness of the Rule of 5 for hydrogen bond donors may simply be a reflection of this 

imbalance. The weaker hydration of hydrogen bond donors implies that attempts to address 

polarity surfeit in optimization of permeability should be focused on hydrogen bond acceptors. 

Elimination of redundant hydrogen bond donors can potentially reduce active efflux and 

destabilize the solid state without resulting in unacceptable increases in lipophilicity. The key 

hydrogen bond donor-acceptor asymmetry in the context of target recognition is that the 

presence of a hydrogen bond donor usually implies that a hydrogen bond acceptor is also 
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present. Target-ligand hydrogen bonds form in aqueous media and design opportunities 

presented by frustrated hydration and secondary interactions are discussed. Hydrogen bond 

donors based on oxygen, nitrogen and carbon are compared as target recognition elements and 

potential benefits of halogen and chalcogen bond donors as replacements for hydrogen bond 

donors are discussed.  
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INTRODUCTION 

“Five hydrogen bond donors, Dr. Worthing, may be regarded as a misfortune; to have ten 

looks like carelessness.” 

With apologies to Oscar Wilde  

Molecular recognition [1] provides a conceptual framework for drug design and many 

medicinal chemists consider molecular interactions [2–5] in design. Hydrogen bonding [6–12] 

is a key element of molecular recognition and is implicated in physicochemical phenomena 

such as DNA base-pairing, enzymatic catalysis [13], host-guest complex formation [14] and  

solid state stabilization [15, 16]. The cohesiveness of liquid water that forms the basis of the 

hydrophobic effect [17] is a consequence of strong, cooperative hydrogen bonds (HBs) 

between water molecules.  

Hydrogen bonding stabilizes three-dimensional structures of drug targets, such as proteins 

and RNA [18], and is also an important determinant of binding affinity of drugs for their targets 

and anti-targets. However, the importance of individual ligand-target HBs cannot be inferred 

simply from inspection of the structure of a target-ligand complex since the contribution of an 

intermolecular contact to affinity is generally not an experimental observable [19]. 

Furthermore, drugs associate with their targets in aqueous environments which means that 

binding should be considered as an ‘exchange reaction’ [20].  This point is well made by Shen 

et al [21]: 

 

“Molecular binding in an aqueous solvent can be usefully viewed not as an association 

reaction, in which only new intermolecular interactions are introduced between receptor and 

ligand, but rather as an exchange reaction in which some receptor–solvent and ligand–solvent 

interactions present in the unbound state are lost to accommodate the gain of receptor–ligand 

interactions in the bound complex.” 

 

When interpreting structures of target-ligand complexes it is also important to be aware that 

contact between polar and non-polar atoms can destabilize a complex without being inherently 

repulsive [5, 22]. 

Hydrogen bonding also influences the absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion 

(ADME) of drugs. The ease with which a drug can be transferred from water to a non-polar 

environment reflects the strength of the HBs that its molecules make with water and strongly 

influences both passive permeability and in vivo distribution. For the neutral form of a drug to 
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have good aqueous solubility, the HBs that its molecules make with water need to be 

energetically more favorable than the hydrogen bonds between its molecules in the solid state. 

One significant challenge in drug design is that intracellular unbound concentration [23, 24] 

cannot generally be measured for drugs in vivo.   

Elimination of non-essential HBDs has been used as a medicinal chemistry tactic, for 

example in the design of the SARS-CoV-2 main protease inhibitor nirmatrelvir [25], and there 

is a commonly held view that HBDs are more detrimental than HBAs from the perspective of 

controlling  exposure for orally dosed agents [26]: 

  

“Of the guidelines suggested by Lipinski, hydrogen bond acceptors (HBAs) appear to be the 

least important and instead hydrogen bond donors (HBDs) are often the enemy of medicinal 

chemists. Particularly for compounds in the upper end of the molecular weight property range, 

HBDs can lead to very poor solubility, permeability and bioavailability. In contrast, 

compounds containing only HBAs, with no formal donor groups, can maintain good 

permeability and, therefore, bioavailability and blood–brain barrier penetration.”  

 

Establishing definitively that HBDs do indeed cause more problems than HBAs for 

medicinal chemists is not a trivial exercise. Correlation does not constitute causation and, for 

example, it would be unwise to infer a causal relationship between donation of HBs and 

glucuronidation [27] of phenols. The number of HBDs (NHBD) cannot generally be varied 

independently of the number of HBAs (NHBA), making it difficult to deconvolute the effects of 

the two factors. In cheminformatic data analysis, it is essential to properly account for 

relationships between descriptors, such as that between the presence of an amine nitrogen in 

and the fraction (Fsp3) of carbon atoms in the molecular structure that are tetrahedral [28].  

Mobley et al [29] reported charge asymmetries for implicit solvent models and there are 

analogous HB donor-acceptor asymmetries in drug design. First, NHBA tends to exceed NHBD 

in molecular structures of interest to designers and this has particular relevance to stability of 

the solid state. Second, HBDs tend to be less strongly hydrated than HBAs and desolvation 

penalty is therefore not a plausible explanation for any ADME liability that might be linked to 

the presence of HBDs. Third, the presence of an HBD in a ligand structure generally implies 

that an HBA, which can be described as ‘co-occurring’, is also present and this usually needs 

to be considered when optimizing affinity. 

This study is not intended as a comprehensive review and its focus is on energetic, rather 

than geometric, aspects of HB donation in the context of drug design. The study provides an 
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overview of HB acidity and shows how polarity contributions of individual HBDs and HBAs 

can be derived from partition coefficient measurements. The greater restrictiveness of the Rule 

of 5 (Ro5) for HBDs in comparison with HBAs is examined and the differing roles of HBDs 

and HBAs as determinants of permeability and aqueous solubility are discussed. Different 

types of HBD are compared as target recognition elements.  

 

HYDROGEN BOND ACIDITY 

HB acidity and basicity are usually quantified by measuring association constants [30] for 

formation of 1:1 hydrogen-bonded complexes in solvents such as 1,1,1-trichloromethane [9],  

tetrachloromethane [11] or cyclohexane [31] that lack hydrogen bonding capability. The 

concentration of a 1:1 complex cannot generally be measured in the presence of other 1:1 

complexes and it is therefore necessary to use structurally-prototypical compounds, each with 

either a single HBA or HBD in these studies. HB acidity can be quantified by the association 

constant for formation of a 1:1 complex between a probe compound incorporating the HBD of 

interest and a reference compound with a single HBA such as N-methylpyrrolidinone [32], 

triphenylphosphine oxide [33] or pyridine N-oxide [31]. HB acidity can also be assessed 

spectroscopically using the shift in a carbonyl stretching frequency [9, 34]  or from the 

difference in the 1H NMR chemical shift of a protic hydrogen between dimethylsulfoxide and 

chloroform [35]. 

Measured values of HB acidity have been reported in a number of studies [9, 32–34, 36–41] 

although the body of published data is less extensive than for HB basicity on account of the 

greater structural diversity of HBAs.  Association constants can be transformed [10, 42] to 

allow aggregation of data measured using different reference HBAs and illustrative values of 

α2
H are given in Table 1. If data availability permits it may be preferable to compare HB acidity 

values that have all been measured using the same reference HBA and solvent. Scheme 1 shows 

how HB acidity, quantified as (logKα) [9, 34], can be modulated by substitution even when the 

effects of substituents are relayed from an aromatic ring to a hydroxyl group by an amidic NH 

(Scheme 1C).  
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Table 1. Measured hydrogen bond acidity  

Hydrogen bond donor Type α2
H a 

Water OH2 0.35 b 

Methanol OH 0.37 

Ethanol OH 0.33 

2,2,2-Trifluoroethanol OH 0.57 

1,1,1,3,3,3-Hexafluoropropan-2-ol OH 0.77 

Perfluoro-t-butanol OH 0.86 

Phenol OH 0.60 

2-Chlorophenol OH 0.66 c  

2,6-Dichlorophenol OH 0.42 c  

3-Methylphenol OH 0.58 c  

3-Chlorophenol OH 0.69 c  

4-Chlorophenol OH 0.67 

4-Trifluorophenol OH 0.75 c  

4-Methoxyphenol OH 0.63 c  

4-Nitrophenol OH 0.82 

Acetic acid OH 0.55  

Trifluoroacetic acid OH 0.95 

Acetone oxime OH 0.43 d 

Aniline NH2 0.26 b 

4-Nitro-N-methylaniline NH 0.37 e 

N-Methylacetamide NH 0.38 

Trifluoroacetamide NH2 0.51 e 

Acetanilide NH 0.48 e 

4-Diethylaminoacetanilide NH 0.32 e 

3-Chloro-4-nitroacetanilide NH 0.69 e 

Thioacetanilide NH 0.51 e 

Succinimide NH 0.49 f 

Tetrafluorosuccinimide NH 0.89 f 

Bistrifluoroacetamide NH 0.71 e 

4-Methylbenzenesulfonamide NH2 0.44 e 

N-Benzyl-4-methylbenzenesufonamide NH 0.40 e 

Pyrrole NH 0.41 

Indole NH 0.44 c 

2-(3-Benzoyloxypropyl)-imidazole NH 0.45 c  

4-Methylthio-1,2,3-triazole NH 0.60 c  

3-(3-Phenylpropyl)-1,2,4-triazole  NH 0.63 c  

Dichloromethane CH2 0.13 b 

Trichloromethane CH 0.20 

1-Heptyne CH 0.13  

3,3,3-Trifluoroprop-1-yne CH 0.28 g 

Cyanoacetylene CH 0.36 g 

a Taken from [36] unless stated otherwise b Not corrected for number of donor hydrogen atoms c Obtained by 

applying equation 10 [39] to logKα value reported in [9] d  From [41]   e From [39] f From [38] g From [33]   

 

The correlations between HB acidity and the acid dissociation constant (pKa) are typically 

stronger within structural classes (see Figure 5 in [9]) than for structurally-diverse HBDs. 

Although phenol (pKa = 10.0; α2
H = 0.60; logKα = 2.14) is a significantly weaker acid than 

acetic acid (pKa = 4.8; α2
H = 0.55; logKα = 2.04) it is slightly stronger HB donor [9]. This 

observation can be explained by a repulsive secondary interaction [43] between the syn lone 

pair of the carbonyl oxygen and any HBA that accepts an HB from the carboxylic acid. The 
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greater HB acidity of N,N’-dicyclohexylurea relative to amides that is inferred from the shift 

in carbonyl stretching frequency is likely to be due to bifurcated HB donation to the carbonyl 

oxygen of N-methyl pyrrolidone which was used as a reference HBA in the study [9].   

  The HB acidity values measured for structurally prototypical compounds can often be used 

to predict HB acidity for compounds that are structurally more complex. Hydrogen bonding 

has a large electrostatic component and predictive models based on calculated molecular 

electrostatic potential (MEP) [2, 40, 44, 45] can be used when relevant HB acidity 

measurements are not  available. Models for HB acidity based on MEP enable contributions of 

non-equivalent HBDs (e.g., amide NH2) to a measured value to be deconvoluted [45]. 

Designers should also be aware of the diiodine basicity scale [46] since halogen bond [47] 

donors can be used to mimic HBDs.  

 

 
Scheme 1. Effects of structural modification on hydrogen bond acidity. Reference logKα values for t-butanol 

(0.8), phenol (2.1), 4-nitrophenol (3.1), N-hexylheptamide (0.6), bistrifluoroacetamide (2.6), 4-

methylbenzenesulfonamide (1.1), indole (1.1) and data shown in panels A/B are from [9];  data shown in panel 

C are from [34]  
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PARTITION COEFFICIENTS 

Knowledge of HB acidity can be used to assess solvation potential for individual HBDs but 

cannot be used to make comparisons between HBDs and HBAs. One approach to making such 

comparisons is to analyze partition coefficient measurements for structurally-prototypical 

model compounds [48].   

Although the 1-octanol/water partition coefficient (logPoct) [49–51] is a widely used design 

parameter in medicinal chemistry, it is unsuitable for characterization of aqueous solvation 

because 1-octanol can form HBs with solutes and logPoct does not sense HBDs in molecular 

structures [52, 53]. The alkane/water partition coefficient (logPalk) [54–66] is actually more 

suitable for assessing contributions of HBAs and HBDs to aqueous solvation. Water content at 

saturation for cyclohexane and hexadecane, the most commonly used solvents for logPalk 

measurement, is much lower than that of 1-octanol [67] and partitioning [68, 69] of charged 

forms of solutes into the organic solvent is also less of a concern than for 1-octanol. A saturated 

hydrocarbon is actually a more appropriate reference than gas phase for modelling contact 

between polar ligand atoms and non-polar target atoms since contributions of van der Waals 

dispersion forces [5] are better accounted for. Furthermore, logPalk is also more easily measured 

than free energy for transfer from gas phase to water [70].   

The ClogPalk model [67] provides a framework in which the individual contributions of 

HBAs and HBDs to aqueous solvation can be assessed and this study uses the parameters from 

Version 2.0 of the model [48]. The basis for this model is the strong linear relationship between 

logPalk and calculated molecular surface area (MSA) observed for saturated hydrocarbon 

solutes and an analogous approach based on molecular volume has previously been reported 

[71]. The ClogPalk model defines polarity, Q, for a compound as the difference between the 

logPalk value calculated for a hypothetical, saturated hydrocarbon with the same MSA and the 

measured value [48]: 

 

𝑄 = 0.0338 × (MSA/Å2) − 0.284 − 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑃𝑎𝑙𝑘                 (1) 

 

The parameters in the ClogPalk model are fragment-based contributions, qi that are defined by 

substructure and polarity is calculated as a sum of the parameters [48]: 

 

𝑄 =  ∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑖                                                                           (2) 
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The ClogPalk model decomposes logPalk into a molecular size term and a polarity term. Partition 

coefficients measured using 1-octanol or other solvents could easily be decomposed in a similar 

manner which might reduce descriptor redundancy in analyses of drug-likeness.  Polarity as 

defined by the ClogPalk model is a difference between two logPalk values and is therefore 

invariant with respect to change in standard state definition. 

 

Table 2: Polarity of HB acceptors 

Substructure q a pKBHX
 c

 

Benzene 1.0 −0.49 

N,N-Dialkylaniline 2.7 b 0.39 

1-Methylpyrrole  0.23 

1-Alkylindole 2.5   

Aliphatic tertiary amine 3.8 

1.98 (triethylamine)    

2.11 (N-methylpiperidine) 

2.71 (quinuclidine) 

Pyridine 3.7 1.86 

1-Alkylimidazole 5.5 2.72 

Alkyl nitrile 3.4 0.91 

Dialkyl ether 3.0 

1.01 (diethyl ether) 

1.36 (oxetane) 

1.28 (tetrahydrofuran) 

Alkyl-aryl ether 2.2 0.09 (anisole) d 

Dialkyl ketone 3.7 
1.18 (acetone) 

1.39 (cyclohexanone)  

Dialkyl ester 3.5 1.00 

Trialkyl tertiary amide 5.9  2.44 

Dialkyl sulfone 6.0 1.40 

Dialkyl sulfoxide 7.0 2.54 e 

a See ClogPalk.param.2.0 (parameters) and ClogPalk.vbind.2.0 (vector bindings for SMARTS definitions) and 

text files in supplemental information for [48] in order to obtain q value corresponding to substructure by 

multiplying number of non-hydrogen atoms in SMARTS by slope parameter.  b Calculated from MSA (154 Å2) 

and hexadecane/water logP (2.2) [59] for N,N-dimethylaniline using eqn (1). c Measured pKBHX values from [72] 

and unless stated otherwise, measured values corresponding to alkyl substructures are for methyl derivatives. d 

From [73]. e Not corrected for number of HBA atoms. 

    

The polarity from a measured logPalk value can be meaningfully assigned to a particular 

HBA if no HBDs (or other non-equivalent HBAs) are present in the molecular structure. A 

number of illustrative polarity values are presented for structurally prototypical compounds in 

Table 2. The high polarity of amides and sulfoxides is partly due to oxygen having two lone 

pairs since measured pKBHX values [72] indicate that N-methylimidazole (2.72) is actually a 

stronger HBA than either N-methylpyrrolidinone (2.38) or dimethylsulfoxide (2.54). Given the 

polarity of benzene, one might speculate that the observed polarity of pyridine is partly due to 

its -system. However, this is likely to be less significant than for benzene because nitrogen 

draws electron density out of the -cloud and donation of an HB by water to nitrogen will 

further strengthen this effect.  
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Polarity values for HBDs cannot be directly derived because HBDs are never present in 

molecular structures in the absence of HBAs. The -system of indole, which lacks a 

conventional HBA, still makes a substantial contribution to polarity (in contrast to pyridine, 

HB donation by the indole NH would be expected to lead to an increase in the HB basicity of 

the -system). Nevertheless, polarity can be estimated for an HBD if measured logPalk is 

available for appropriate model compounds and this is also the basis for the ClogPalk 

parameterization [48]. For example, an estimate (0.8) for the polarity of secondary amide NH 

can be derived by comparing q values for secondary and tertiary aliphatic amides. Polarity 

values derived from the ClogPalk parameterization [48] and measured values of HB acidity 

(logKα) are presented for a number of HBDs in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Polarity of hydrogen bond donors 

HBD q a α2
H  c 

Aniline 1.1 b 0.26 d 

Acyclic secondary amide  0.8 0.38 

Primary amide 1.3   

Cyclic imide 1.3 0.50 

Primary sulfonamide 1.9  0.44 d 

Indole 1.0 0.44  

Imidazole 0.9 0.45 e 

Aliphatic alcohol 1.5 0.33 

Phenol 2.3 0.58 

Aliphatic carboxylic acid 2.1 0.55 

a  See ClogPalk.param.2.0 (parameters) and ClogPalk.vbind.2.0 (vector bindings for SMARTS definitions) text 

files in supplemental information for [48] in order to obtain q value corresponding to substructure by multiplying 

number of non-hydrogen atoms in SMARTS by slope parameter. b Subtract Q (2.7; Table 2) for dimethylaniline 

from Q (3.8) calculated for aniline  using equation (1) with MSA (120 Å2) and hexadecane/water logP (−0.04) 

[59] for N,N-dimethylaniline. c From Table 1. d Value not normalized for number of hydrogen atoms in HBD 

substructure. e Value is for 2-(3-benzoyloxypropyl)-imidazole 

 

With the exception of the alkyl-aryl ether oxygen which is a weak HBA (a pKBHX value of 

0.09 has been reported [73] for anisole) the heteroatom-based HBAs in Table 2 are all more 

polar than the HBDs in Table 2. The amide NH HBD appears to be comparable in polarity with 

benzene, which would not usually be counted as an HBA even though a pKBHX value of −0.49 

[72] has been measured for it. This HB donor-acceptor asymmetry is closely related to the 

charge asymmetries discussed by Mobley et al [29] and is largely a consequence of water being 

a better HBD than HBA. Phenols and carboxylic acids present the most polar HBDs but these 

are still much less polar than the HBAs of amides or sulfoxides.  

The HB acidity of a hydroxyl group would be expected to increase when it accepts an HB 

just as just as its HB basicity would be expected to increase when it donates an HB. This 
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behavior, which is seen in MEP calculations [45, 63], indicates that the HBD and HBA of a 

hydroxyl group interact with water cooperatively. A portion of the polarity of a hydroxyl group 

cannot therefore be assigned exclusively to either its HBD or HBA and the q value derived for 

a hydroxylic HBD should therefore be regarded as an upper limit. The predicted logKα values 

[45] given in Scheme 2 illustrate how dimerization of water leads to an increase in the HB 

acidity of the water molecule that accepts the HB and a decrease in the HB acidity of the donor 

water molecule.  

 
Scheme 2. HB acidity (logKα) for water and its dimer predicted from calculated MEP using equation 3g (water 

is numbered 69) [45]. Reference logKα values for methanol (1.5), ethanol (1.2) and phenol (2.1) taken from 

[9].  

 

Intramolecular HB formation profoundly affects physicochemical behavior of compounds 

such as cyclic peptides [74]. The insensitivity of logPoct to HBDs [52, 53] suggests that logPalk 

[62] should be more useful than logPoct for studying intramolecular hydrogen bonding and  

toluene/water has also been proposed for this purpose [75]. The polarity values for the carbonyl 

oxygen (5.9) and NH (0.8) of an aliphatic secondary amide suggest that formation of an 

intramolecular HB in a cyclic peptide will lead to a 6.7 log unit reduction in polarity. This 

figure should be taken as an upper limit that only applies when the intramolecular HB persists 

in water and the amide carbonyl oxygen accepting the intramolecular HB is unable to accept 

an additional HB.   

The polarity of an individual HBA or HBD quantifies the cost of bringing it into contact 

with a non-polar region of a molecular surface. Polarity values derived from measured logPalk 

suggest that unsatisfied hydrogen bonding capacity will usually have a less deleterious effect 

on stability for HBDs than for HBAs. This suggests that scoring functions used in virtual 

screening should penalize contact between polar and non-polar atoms at the ligand-target 

interface to a lesser extent for HBDs than for HBAs. The q values derived from measured 

logPalk measurements for individual HBDs and HBAs could even be used to set the penalties.          

Conformations of molecules are similarly destabilized in water by contact between polar 

and non-polar atoms and less destabilization should be anticipated for HBDs than for HBAs. 
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The polarity values for the secondary amide NH (0.8) and carbonyl oxygen (5.9) derived from 

logPalk measurements are consistent with the observation that, for high resolution protein 

structures, “9.5% and 5.1% of buried main-chain nitrogen and oxygen atoms, respectively, fail 

to hydrogen bond under our standard criteria, representing 5.8% and 2.1% of all main-chain 

nitrogen and oxygen atoms” [76]. The large difference in desolvation cost between the HBD 

and HBA of a secondary amide is a factor which could be taken account of when modelling 

polypeptide chains. 

 

THE RULE OF 5 

Most drug discovery scientists are familiar with Ro5 [77] and compliance is sometimes 

taken as an indication that a compound is drug-like. The ‘drugs’ in the data set used to derive 

Ro5 were selected on the basis of having been taken into a phase 2 clinical trial at some point 

before Ro5 was published in 1997. Although the focus of Ro5 is oral absorption, clinical 

candidates may fail to progress to phase 2 trials for reasons other than being poorly absorbed. 

Bioavailability reflects first pass metabolism as well as oral absorption, hydroxyl groups are 

prone to glucuronidation [27] and anilines may be metabolically activated to toxic entities [78].  

Ro5 is framed in terms of lipophilicity, molecular size and polarity (as quantified by NHBA 

and NHBD) and compliance with Ro5 requires that NHBA ≤ 10 and NHBD ≤ 5. Although Ro5 

raised awareness of molecular size and lipophilicity as risk factors in drug design, it is too blunt 

an instrument to be of practical utility in lead optimization. Examination of percentiles in 

physicochemical property distributions is an indirect way to study relationships between 

permeability or solubility and physicochemical properties and the same can be said of analyses 

of time-dependency [79, 80] of the distributions. The indirect nature of these approaches to 

data analysis means makes them unsuitable for deconvoluting effects of HBAs and HBDs, even 

when relationships between physicochemical properties are properly accounted for. It is 

significant that attempts to build global models for permeability and solubility, using only the 

dimensions of the chemical space in which Ro5 is specified as descriptors, do not appear to 

have been successful. 

In determining compliance with Ro5 all nitrogen and oxygen atoms are counted as HBAs 

and any hydrogen atom bonded to an HBA contributes to the HBD count. The Ro5 specification 

of HBAs is excessively permissive in that amide and amide-like nitrogen atoms are counted as 

HBAs. This exaggerates a natural imbalance between NHBA and NHBD in molecular structures 

of interest to designers. Although Shultz [80] correctly notes that “not a single FDA approved 

oral drug has more HBD than HBA”, this is largely a reflection of the overly permissive nature 
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of the Ro5 HBA specification. According to the Ro5 specifications, there are five HBAs and 

five HBDs in the molecular structure of metformin although three of the HBAs are amide-like 

nitrogen atoms which would not have been counted had more physically realistic definitions 

been used. It is likely that an intramolecular HB analogous to that observed in the crystal 

structure of biguanide [81] would persist in aqueous solution for the neutral form of metformin, 

leaving it with a single HBA and 4 HBDs.  

The mean NHBD/NHBA ratio for 749 FDA approved drugs in the data set provided by Shultz 

[80] is 0.34 with standard deviation of 0.25 and standard error in the mean of 0.01. This is 

significantly less than the ratio (0.5) of maximum NHBD and NHBA values permitted for 

compliance with Ro5. As such, Ro5 could actually be considered to be more permissive for 

HBDs than HBAs when the differing frequencies with which HBDs and HBAs occur in drug 

molecular structures are accounted for.     

The differing acceptability thresholds for HBAs and HBDs in the Ro5 specification have 

resulted in surprisingly little discussion in the drug discovery literature. Neither the 2002 study 

by Veber et al [82] nor the 2004 study by Vieth et al [83] makes any suggestion that HBDs are 

any more deleterious than HBAs for oral bioavailability. Oprea [84] has invoked the lack of 

HBDs in lipid head groups while others have suggested that the acceptability thresholds may 

simply reflect the relative numbers of HBAs and HBDs occur in molecular structures of drugs 

[53]. The cutoffs used to apply Ro5 are intended to exclude 10% of the data although Shultz 

[80] has observed that 5% of oral drugs have more than 5 HBDs while 7% have more than 4 

HBDs.  Desolvation penalty is not a plausible explanation for the greater restrictiveness of Ro5 

for HBDs because HBAs are typically more strongly solvated than HBDs.  

Raschka et al [85] argue that protein-ligand interfaces are ‘polarized’ in that there is “a 

strong trend for intermolecular hydrogen bonds to favor donors on the protein side”. Given 

that NHBA typically exceeds NHBD for ligands, this observation is unsurprising since favoring 

HBAs on the protein side would reduce the chances of forming HBs at the interface while 

increasing risk of contact between HBAs and non-polar atoms. The view that polarization of 

binding interfaces is imposed by the HBA/HBD balance of the ligand is supported by the 

observation [85] that binding sites for peptide ligands (NHBA = NHBD for peptide backbones)  

“showed no strong preference for donating versus accepting H-bonds”.  

 

PERMEABILITY 

Designers usually need to consider permeability since drugs must pass through cell membranes 

in order to be orally absorbed [86] (at least by the transcellular route) and to engage intracellular 
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targets [24]. Bacterial cell envelopes, biofilms and intracellular pathogens present additional 

permeability challenges. For neutral drugs, poor permeability typically results either from a 

surfeit of polarity or from active efflux, although intestinal absorption of an orally-dosed drug 

may also be limited by solubility and dissolution rate. Although cell-free permeation assays 

[87, 88] have the advantages of being more robust than cell-based assays [89] and can typically 

be run at higher throughput, they provide no information about active efflux. When interpreting 

permeability measurements, it is important to be aware that assays have upper limits of 

quantitation.   

The polarity estimates for HBAs and HBDs derived from logPalk can be used to interpret the 

response of measured permeability to changes in NHBD. For example, Klein et al [90] report 

that isosteric replacement of an amide with an ester leads to improved passive permeability for 

a series of targeted protein degraders. The data in Tables 2 and 3 suggest that this structural 

transformation will lead to a 3.2 log unit decrease in polarity (2.4 log unit from weakening the 

carbonyl oxygen HBA and 0.8 log unit from the elimination of the amidic HBD). A smaller 

polarity decrease (0.8 log unit) is predicted for N-methylation of the amide while reduction of 

the ester carbonyl to methylene would be expected to result in a further decrease in polarity of 

0.5 log unit.     

Permeability is a particularly important issue in treatment of central nervous system (CNS) 

disorders because drugs typically need to pass through the blood-brain barrier (BBB) [91] in 

order to engage targets and a number of methods can be used to measure BBB permeability 

[92, 93]. There is a consensus that control of polarity is critical if acceptable BBB permeability 

is to be achieved [91, 94] and PSA figures prominently in guidelines for achieving optimal 

brain exposure such as the central nervous system multiparameter optimization (CNS MPO) 

desirability tool [95]. A related polarity descriptor that has been proposed [96] as a predictor 

of brain exposure is the difference, ΔlogP [55], between logPalk and logPoct which quantifies 

hydrogen bonding capacity. There appears to be little direct evidence that HBDs compromise 

passive BBB permeability to a greater extent than HBAs. 

Limited brain exposure resulting from active efflux [91, 97] is a common issue for CNS 

drug discovery programs. Hitchcock suggests “a dominant role of tPSA and particularly HBD 

count on the average P-gp efflux ratio” [97]. However, this observation should not be invoked 

as evidence that HBDs represent a greater liability than HBAs for active efflux since 

topological polar surface area (tPSA) is likely to be strongly correlated with NHBA. This view 

is supported by the correlations between PSA and NHBA reported by Veber et al (r = 0.93 for 

oral bioavailability data set; r = 0.87 for permeation data set) [82] and Vieth et al (r = 0.96) 
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[83] . It is also difficult to deconvolute the effects of NHBD and NHBA in data analysis because 

the two factors are likely to be correlated (Vieth et al [83]  report a correlation for which r = 

0.78) and cannot generally be varied independently of each other. 

 

 
Scheme 3. Efflux ratio (ER) cliffs associated with elimination or masking of HBDs 

 

A significant reduction in efflux ratio (ER) resulting from elimination or masking of an 

HBD can be interpreted as evidence that the HBD is an active efflux liability and two 

illustrative examples have been reviewed by Hitchcock [97]. The isosteric transformation in 

Scheme 3A eliminates an HBD and the resulting decrease in ER from 74 to 3 identifies the 

azaindole HBD as an active efflux liability [98] . The transformation in Scheme 3B masks the 

amidic HBD by moving a fluoro substituent from C2 of a pyridine ring to C6, leading to a 

decrease in ER from 35 to 4 [99]. The structurally conservative nature of these transformations 

increases confidence that the active efflux observed is actually due to HB donation by the HBD 

in each case.  

The choice of tactics for dealing with poor permeability is dictated by whether permeability 

is limited by polarity or active efflux. In drug design, most of the polarity of compounds tends 

to be due to their HBAs and efforts to address polarity-limited passive permeability should 

therefore be focused on HBAs rather than HBDs. Elimination of redundant HBDs is an 
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appropriate tactic for optimizing permeability that is limited by active efflux since it would be 

expected to result in smaller increases in lipophilicity than elimination of HBAs.  

 

AQUEOUS SOLUBILITY 

Passive absorption of an orally-dosed drug is driven by the concentration gradient of its 

permeating form (usually assumed to be neutral for ionizable compounds) across the intestinal 

wall and drugs need to be adequately soluble in order to be well-absorbed. When designing 

drugs for oral dosing it is important to be aware that “screening solubility in simple aqueous 

media tends to underpredict the solubilizing capacity of the intestinal environment for many 

lipophilic drugs and drug candidates” [100]. Enhanced solubility in intestinal fluid is 

beneficial in that it maintains more of the dose in the liquid phase and the ionized form of a 

drug can potentially facilitate diffusion of the neutral form in aqueous phase. However, the free 

concentration of the neutral form of a drug in intestinal fluid is typically limited by its aqueous 

solubility and achieving good intrinsic solubility remains a valid design objective.       

The intrinsic aqueous solubility of a compound is determined by the relative strengths of the 

interactions between its molecules in the solid state and the interactions that its molecules make 

with water. One tactic for addressing poor aqueous solubility is to increase polarity, either by 

linking polar atoms to the scaffold (adds molecular weight but synthesis tends to be easier) or 

by replacing non-polar atoms in the scaffold with polar atoms (synthesis is likely to be more 

difficult). However, increased polarity brings risks of reduced affinity for therapeutic target(s) 

and reduced permeability. 

Alternatively, the designer can try to eliminate or weaken molecular interactions in the solid 

state, for example, by increasing the degree of imbalance between HBAs and HBDs. Drugs 

typically have fewer HBDs than HBAs [80] and Desiraju has noted that “in small organic 

molecules the acceptors are generally in excess of the donors, and so ‘free’ X−H groups are 

extremely rare” [16]. These observations suggest that HBDs, rather than HBAs, should be 

eliminated in order to engineer a greater imbalance between HBAs and HBDs. The ‘direction’ 

(NHBD  < NHBA) of the imbalance is fortuitous because elimination of the less polar HBDs would 

also be expected to result in smaller losses of solvation energy.  Consideration of molecular 

complexity [101] suggests that elimination of an HBD should increase the likelihood that the 

remaining HBDs will form HBs with optimal geometry. This implies that the destabilization 

of the solid state resulting from elimination of a single HBD is likely to increase as HBDs are 

progressively eliminated.  
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Analysis of the effects of N-methylation on aqueous solubility of amides illustrates how 

elimination of HBDs can be used to improve aqueous solubility [102]. The results of matched 

molecular pair analysis (MMPA) presented in Table 4 show that N-methylation of acyclic 

secondary amides derived from aliphatic amides tends to result in increased aqueous solubility. 

While this observation appeared counter-intuitive when originally made in 2003 for a small 

number of glycogen phosphorylase inhibitors from a single structural series, it is perhaps not 

too surprising given that HBDs are typically more numerous than HBAs in molecular structures 

of interest to designers and less strongly solvated. The results in Table 4 indicate that, for this 

class of amide, the effect of N-methylation on solid state stability tends, on average, to 

outweigh its effect on solvation. 

 

Table 4. Matched molecular pair analysis of effect on aqueous solubility (S) of N-methylation of secondary amides 

Amide class Mean a SD b SE c N d %Increase e 

Acyclic; aliphatic amine 0.59 0.71 0.07 109   76 

Benzanilide 1.49 0.47 0.15     9 100 

Cyclic 0.18 0.76 0.25     9   44 
 

a Mean value for log(SNMe/SNH). b Standard deviation for log(SNMe/SNH). c Mean value of log(SNMe/SNH). d Number 

of [C(=O)NH→C(=O)NMe] matched molecular pairs. e Percentage of matched pairs for which N-methyl analog 

is more soluble  

 

The effects of N-methylation on aqueous solubility vary considerably across the three 

classes of amide in Table 4 and this example highlights the importance of accounting for 

structural context in MMPA [102]. The results for benzanilides are particularly striking and 

reflect the inversion of the trans/cis conformational preference of acyclic secondary amides 

that results from N-methylation [103]. Aqueous solubility of cyclic amides appears less 

affected by N-methylation which probably reflects constraints imposed by the cyclic amide 

geometry making it difficult to form “infinite ladders of hydrogen bonds” [104] in the solid 

state. Cyclic amide geometry is more compatible with formation of hydrogen-bonded dimers 

with the two interfacial HBs a in six-membered ring. Although Etter’s rules do not explicitly 

apply to hydrogen-bonded dimers it is noteworthy that rule 2 states that “six-membered-ring 

intramolecular hydrogen bonds form in preference to intermolecular hydrogen bonds” [15]. 

It has been suggested that aromatic rings [105] and unsaturated carbon atoms [106] should 

be considered as design liabilities. Disruption of molecular planarity and symmetry [107] has 

been proposed as a tactic for improving aqueous solubility and replacement of a benzene linker 

with bicyclo[1.1.1]pentane or bicyclo[2.2.2]octane leads to increased solubility in water [108]. 

The ability of molecules to pack into a crystal lattice can plausibly be invoked to explain poor 
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aqueous solubility of compounds with planar and symmetrical molecular structures. However, 

packing ability becomes a much less convincing explanation for the effects of aromatic rings 

on aqueous solubility when molecular structures are neither planar nor symmetrical, as is the 

case for many drugs. One explanation is that atoms in aromatic rings make stronger interactions 

with HBAs, HBDs and atoms in other aromatic rings [109, 110] than do their saturated 

counterparts which can only interact by van der Waals dispersion forces. Alternatively, 

imbalance between HBAs and HBDs may increase the likelihood that aromatic CHs [111] 

interact with HBAs and similar reasoning can be used to explain the effects on aqueous 

solubility of halogen bond donors [47] such as bromine atoms [104]. 

 

HYDROGEN BOND DONORS AND TARGET RECOGNITION 

A major focus of structure-based ligand design is to introduce and optimize interactions 

between polar atoms at target-ligand interfaces.  The lower structural diversity of HBDs when 

compared with HBAs means that the range of options available for incorporation of HBDs in 

ligand structures is more restricted than for HBAs. The key HB donor-acceptor asymmetry 

when optimizing affinity is that the presence of an HBD (e.g., amide NH) in a molecular 

structure almost invariably implies the co-occurrence of an HBA (e.g., amide carbonyl 

oxygen). In contrast, an HBA such as pyridine nitrogen or sulfone oxygen can be present in a 

molecular structure without requiring co-occurrence of an HBD. The need to accommodate co-

occurring HBAs constrains how HBDs can be positioned and this becomes particularly 

significant when targeting HBAs within narrow binding pockets.  

Drugs associate with their targets in aqueous media and association should be seen as an 

exchange reaction [20, 21]. In gas phase, increased HB acidity or HB basicity for either of a 

pair of hydrogen-bonded atoms at a binding interface would generally be expected to lead to 

greater stabilization of the complex. In an aqueous environment, the extent to which a ligand-

target HB stabilizes the complex is determined by how effectively the interacting HBD and 

HBA compensate each other for lost solvation. This suggests HB acidity/basicity of ligand 

HBDs/HBAs could be optimized [2, 45] for affinity just as ligand charge distributions can be 

optimized for affinity [21, 112].  

The presence of water molecules at the target-ligand interface introduces an additional layer 

of complexity to structure-based ligand design [113] and there is considerable interest in 

characterization of water molecules in contact with targets  [114–120]. A water molecule is 

expected to incur an entropic penalty [121] when it makes contact with the binding site of the 

target and an enthalpic penalty might also be anticipated when the contact is with a non-polar 
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region of the target molecular surface. One consequence of the weak HB basicity (pKBHX = 

0.65) [72] of water is that designers have a wider range of options for displacing water 

molecules that accept HBs from targets than is the case for water molecules donating HBs to 

targets. 

When polar atoms in a binding site are in close proximity, the water molecules in contact 

with them may be unable to simultaneously form HBs with optimal geometry [48] and 

hydration can be described as ‘frustrated’ [122, 123]. In these situations, interaction potential 

of polar atoms in a binding site may be more effectively satisfied by a complementary 

arrangement of polar atoms that is held in place by covalent bonds. When polar atoms in the 

binding site are in close proximity, it is likely that the polar atoms in the ligand that make 

contact with them will also be in close proximity. Frustration of binding site hydration therefore 

implies that hydration of a ligand that is complementary to the site is also likely to be frustrated. 

The extremely high affinity of streptavidin for biotin is of considerable interest [124, 125] in 

the molecular recognition field and frustration of hydration is likely to be a contributing factor 

since there are five HBs between the protein and the cyclic amide substructure of the ligand 

[126].  

One might anticipate that frustration of hydration will be more pronounced when the water 

molecules are interacting with polar atoms of the same type (e.g., HBD). Alignment of HBDs 

or lone pairs is relevant to design [22] because it can lead to attractive secondary interactions 

[43] which tend to augment the effects of frustrated hydration (Figure 1). Lone pair alignment 

explains the stronger HB basicity of lactones relative to acyclic esters [11] and of syn-2,4-

difluoroadamantane in comparison with its 1,3-difluoroadamantane isomer [127]. Some 

cysteine proteases have aligned backbone amide NHs in their S2 subsites and exploiting these 

appears to be particularly beneficial for cathepsin S inhibition [128]. The affinity reported by 

Tromans et al [14] for a synthetic glucose receptor is likely to reflect both frustrated hydration 

and secondary interactions resulting from aligned amide NH HBDs. 

Frustrated hydration and potential for formation of secondary interactions are factors that 

are likely to be relevant to hotspot characterization [129]. A degree of molecular surface drying 

[130, 131] might be anticipated when hydration is frustrated although it is unclear whether this 

would be detectable by experiment [132].  Grand canonical Monte Carlo [133] is potentially 

useful for studying frustration of hydration since it is able to create and annihilate molecules in 

a given region, thereby allowing water molecules to be titrated in and out of the binding site.   
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Figure 1. Unfavorable interactions between water molecules that are hydrogen bonded to target or to ligand are 

represented by double headed arrows (A). Secondary interactions between urea NH HBDs and aligned HBAs 

in binding site are represented by sticks (B).  

 

The majority of the HBDs used by designers are based either on oxygen or nitrogen. The 

main advantages of using a hydroxyl group are that its steric footprint is smaller than that of 

most nitrogen-based HBDs and it is an obvious pharmacophore element for displacing a water 

molecule that simultaneously donates an HB to and accepts an HB from a target.  However, 

hydroxyl groups have undesirable characteristics from the perspective of target recognition in 

addition to their potential for to cause poor ADME. Donation of an HB by a ligand hydroxyl 

group brings the oxygen atom into proximity with the molecular surface of the target and a 

significant desolvation penalty for the hydroxyl oxygen can negate the benefits of HB donation 

if the oxygen HBA is not matched with a target HBD. As noted previously, the HBD and HBA 

of a hydroxyl group function in a cooperative manner and donation of an HB to the target 

effectively increases the hydrogen bond basicity (and desolvation penalty) of the hydroxyl 

oxygen atom. 

Generally, designers should explore options for replacement of hydroxyl groups in the hit-

to-lead phases of their projects. Although the KRAS inhibitor AZD4625 shows that the 

presence of a hydroxyl group does not necessarily lead to unacceptable metabolic lability [134], 

the phenolic hydroxyl is sterically hindered in this case. Indole and indazole have been shown 

to mimic a 2-chlorophenol substructure in a dopamine D1/D5 receptor antagonist, leading to 

improved pharmacokinetics, albeit at the cost of reduced potency [135]. The difluoromethyl 

HBD [136] lacks a co-occurring HBA and its substitution for hydroxyl would also be expected 

to improve metabolic stability, although HB acidity is likely to be similar to that of 
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dichloromethane (α2
H = 0.13; Table 1). There is less scope for using electron-withdrawing 

substituents to tune HB acidity of alkyne-based and alkene-based HBDs because of the 

likelihood of increased electrophilicity.     

Nitrogen-based HBDs provide designers with a wider range of options than oxygen-based 

HBDs although this usually comes at the cost of a larger steric footprint since nitrogen is 

trivalent. Commonly used nitrogen-based HBDs include aromatic NH (e.g., pyrazole) and 

NH/NH2 linked to carbonyl, sulfonyl or aromatic carbon in a heteroaromatic ring. One 

particularly notable HBD is the trifluoroethylamine of the cathepsin K inhibitor odanacatib 

[137] which is insufficiently basic to protonate at neutral pH on account of the strongly 

electron-withdrawing nature of the substituent. 

In contrast to hydroxyl groups, nitrogen bonded to hydrogen cannot usually function as an 

HBA at physiological pH which means that any HBAs that co-occur with a nitrogen-based 

HBD are more distant from the donor hydrogen than is the case for an oxygen-based HBD. The 

co-occurring HBA issue is particularly relevant when using aromatic NH as an HBD, not least 

because of the potential for azoles to inhibit cytochrome P450 (CYP) metabolic enzymes. 

Aromatic NH is a useful molecular recognition element for designers because it allows ‘line-

of-sight’ access to HBAs in target binding sites and the HBA of a 4-substituted pyrazole [138] 

can be moved to the linker where it may be less likely to compromise HB donation by the 

aromatic NH (Scheme 4). 3-Acetylpyrrole and 3-methylsulfonylpyrrole may be of interest for 

screening as fragments.   

 
Scheme 4. Moving the HBA of pyrazole from ring to linker as a tactic for reducing energetically unfavorable 

secondary interactions with target HBAs  

         

The ability of amines and some sp2 nitrogen atoms (e.g., imidazole) to protonate under 

normal physiological conditions means that nitrogen-based HBDs can be cationic as well as 

neutral. Protonation of nitrogen creates very strong HBDs although basic centers not required 

for binding to the therapeutic target(s) should generally be avoided since these increase toxicity 
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risks such as hERG blockade [139] and phospholipidosis [140]. Whether protonated or neutral, 

the high density of HBDs in the guanidine substructure creates opportunities for designers and 

its amide-like nitrogen atoms do not function as HBAs. Guanidines and amidines are often 

regarded as excessively basic although pKa is actually very sensitive to substitution for these 

functional groups and can readily be controlled over a wide range [141, 142]. The pKa values 

[141] shown in parentheses for guanidine substituted with acetyl (8.2), pyridaz-3-yl (8.3), 

oxazol-2-yl (5.8 for 4-methyl analog) and methylsulfonyl (1.8 for aminosulfonyl) suggest that 

these compounds may be of interest for screening as fragments.  

Close contacts between aromatic CH and HBAs have been observed in many crystal 

structures [111] but the importance of these as determinants of binding affinity is rather less 

clear. Although HB acidity measurements do not appear to have been reported for aromatic CH 

HBDs, it would be reasonable to assume that the HB acidity of benzene is comparable to that 

of 1-heptyne (α2
H = 0.13; Table 1). Given that aromatic CH is a weak HBD and the large steric 

footprints associated with aromatic rings, it would be unusual for a designer to link a phenyl 

substituent to a scaffold with the primary objective of donating an HB to target. A more likely 

scenario would have the designer optimizing interactions made by an existing aromatic ring 

makes with the target. Electron-withdrawing substituents such as trifluoromethyl would be 

expected to increase HB acidity of aromatic CH with the collateral benefit of hardening the 

aromatic ring against CYP-catalyzed oxidation. Polar electron-withdrawing substituents such 

as aza [102] or methanesulfonyl [104] would also be expected to enhance aqueous solubility.        

HBD equivalents present designers with additional options for targeting HBAs in binding 

sites (Scheme 5). Halogens other than fluorine can mimic a hydroxyl group by forming halogen 

bonds [47] with HBAs and these interactions are potentially stronger than HBs formed with 

carbon-based HBDs such as difluoromethyl [136]. Using a halogen as alternative to hydroxyl 

is a particularly appropriate tactic for targeting HBAs in narrow binding pockets because there 

is no co-occurring HBA and the steric footprint is smaller than for nitrogen-based HBDs. 

Chlorine is generally a weaker halogen bond donor than bromine although structural 

modifications, such as aza-substitution (Scheme 5A), that increase the extent of electron 

withdrawal would be expected to strengthen halogen bonding. Halogens can also be linked to 

non-electrophilic sp3 carbon atoms [143, 144]  (Scheme 5B) and fluoro-substitution of the 

carbon would be expected to strengthen the halogen bond donor.  

As a chalcogen bond donor [145],  sulfur can mimic [146]  nitrogen-based HBDs although 

sulfur and NH exhibit different geometric preferences when interacting with HBAs. For 

example, the NH HBD in each of the kinase hinge binding substructures pyrazole (Scheme 5C) 
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[138] and 7-azaindole (Scheme 5D) [147] could be replaced with sulfur. Replacement of NH 

with sulfur can also be used to address difficulties associated with tautomerism [148] when 

using azoles to mimic amides. Substitution of sulfur for NH would also be expected to render 

a heteroaromatic ring less electron rich which may have benefits for metabolic stability.  

 
Scheme 5. Halogen and chalcogen bond donors as HBD replacements 

      

CONCLUSIONS 

This study examines HB donor-acceptor asymmetries from the perspectives of both ADME 

and target recognition. Molecular structures of interest to drug designers generally have fewer 

HBDs than HBAs (NHBD < NHBA) and these HBDs are also likely to be less strongly hydrated 

than the HBAs. Published data analyses for drug-like compounds do not convincingly support 

the view that HBDs are more deleterious than HBAs for ADME, which may simply reflect the 

difficulty of varying NHBD and NHBA independently of each other when modelling data or the 

indirect nature of the analyses. Given that most of a drug’s polarity is typically due to its HBAs, 

desolvation penalty is not generally a plausible explanation for any difficulties associated with 

HBDs. My view is that there is generally less scope for modulating HB acidity of HBDs in 

drug design than for modulating HB basicity of HBAs.  

Tactics for addressing poor permeability are dictated by whether the problems are due to a 

surfeit of polarity or to active efflux. Efforts to address polarity-limited passive permeability 
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should generally be focused on HBAs rather than HBDs. Although HBDs and HBAs may both 

be linked to active efflux, elimination of HBDs is likely to lead to smaller increases in 

lipophilicity. The physicochemical rationale for elimination of HBDs as a tactic for addressing 

poor aqueous solubility is that NHBA typically exceeds NHBD for small organic molecules and 

the HBAs contribute more to solvation than the HBDs. This means that HBD elimination is 

likely to destabilize the solid state to a greater extent HBA elimination while leading to smaller 

increases in lipophilicity. 

Designers should be alert to opportunities presented by binding site hydration that is 

frustrated, regardless of whether the water molecules in contact with the target are donating or 

accepting HBs. The range of HBDs available to designers is more restricted than for HBAs and 

the HBA that co-occurs with almost every HBD is a factor needs to be considered in design 

when presenting HBDs to targets. Nitrogen-based HBDs are generally preferred to oxygen-

based HBDs although these tend to have larger steric footprints and it is typically more difficult 

to achieve line-of-sight access to targets. Carbon-based HBDs can be used to address ADME 

issues associated with heteroatom-based HBDs, especially hydroxyl groups, although the 

weaker HB acidity may lead to lower affinity. Alternatively, heteroatom-based HBDs could be 

replaced with halogen bond or chalcogen bond donors such as bromine or sulfur.   
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ABBREVIATIONS 

ADME, absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion; HB, hydrogen bond; HBA, 

hydrogen bond acceptor; HBD, hydrogen bond donor; logKα, a measure of hydrogen bond 

acidity; logPalk, base 10 logarithm of alkane/water partition coefficient, logPoct, base 10 

logarithm of 1-octanol/water partition coefficient; MEP, molecular electrostatic potential; 

MMPA, matched molecular pair analysis; MSA, molecular surface area; NHBA, number of 

hydrogen bond acceptors; NHBD, number of hydrogen bond donors; pKa, base 10 logarithm of 

acid dissociation constant; pKBHX, hydrogen bond basicity; PSA, polar surface area; Q, polarity 

of a compound defined in terms of alkane/water partition coefficient and calculated molecular 

surface area; Ro5, rule of 5; tPSA, topological polar surface area;  α2
H, a measure of hydrogen 

bond acidity. 
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